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Choose a topic or viewpoint of which you consider there is unnecessary debate.
Then, play the role of Socrates and use the Socratic Method in order to get the character of an
opposing viewpoint to understand the real truth of the matter.
Finally, highlight the questions asked that are designed to get the opposing character to work
towards the truth within your dialogue.

REQUIREMENTS:
- Setting/Narrator at the beginning of the dialogue
- Minimum of 25 lines of dialogue
- Minimum of 5 Socratic questions
- Maximum of 1 word responses = 1
- Maximum of 2 characters
REMEMBER: YOU NEED TO GET THE OPPOSING CHARACTER TO UNDERSTAND A FACT.
Remember the Socratic Method is a way of thinking that involves three steps:
1) Give an initial definition or opinion.
2) Ask a question that raises an exception to that definition or opinion.
3) Give a better definition or opinion.
Repeat these steps until you achieve a full understanding of the concept. If you cannot discover a perfect
definition, you will at least achieve rational ignorance (i.e. aporia). That is, you will know what it isn’t and
you will know why you do not know (i.e. Socratic Wisdom).
Consider an example:
Step 1 (Define): A triangle is a shape.
Step 2 (Exception Question): This isn’t a sufficient definition for triangle because there are many shapes
that are not triangles (e.g. circles). This definition of triangle includes too much because it does not
exclude all non-triangles. Socrates would ask, “Is a circle a triangle?”
Step 3 (New and Improved Definition): A triangle is a closed figure consisting of three line segments
forming three interior angles that add up to 180 degrees.
Notice how challenging this way of thinking is. I can recognize triangles, but it is challenging to sufficiently
define them (i.e. to discover their essence). According to Socrates, one does not really know until one can
give such definitions. The consequence is that people know very little. To better understand why, try
giving sufficient definitions for Justice, Goodness, Truth, Beauty, Love, and Circle.
Many people believe that concepts like justice are simply opinions so there is no truth about them.
However, the Socratic Method is still valuable because it helps people discover their real opinions about

justice. For example, imagine I define Justice as “ a fair distribution of scarce resources to all humans.” A
modern day Socrates would then ask, “Would it be just to take away habitats from animals due to the
human need to make paper ?” My answer is no, which means I do not really think justice is a fair
distribution of scarce resources to all humans. Indeed, I now recognize my ignorance. Thanks Socrates!1
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